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Abstract

In this paper we will provide some discovered evolution patterns and its detailed underlying constitution components. Following the featured orientated model driven product line engineering approach for service evolution in clouds, an analysis on feature modeling, pattern selection and modeling will be show in this paper.

1. Introduction

This paper is organized as the following sections, section 1 is the introduction part, section 2 is the evolution pattern introduction part, section 3 is the MDA for evolution pattern part, section 4 is the clouds service evolution analysis part. Section 5 is the conclusion for the paper and Acknowledgment in the end.

2. The Evolution Pattern

The following evolution patterns will be described in four different angles, there are the underlying components that constitute the evolution pattern, the working orchestration of these underlying components, the design and feature modeling that related with these underlying components, evolution patterns’ life-cycle that driven by MDA to adapt with the changing context of the service running environment and requirement.

2.1. Service Route Evolution Pattern

The service route evolution pattern is mainly focus on supporting the asynchronously interaction between services in clouds. Services in clouds are sometimes has time gap in delivering the messages, the time gap can be caused by internet message blocking, time consuming task processing, customer decision waiting or large data retrieving bottleneck. In order to compensate for the time that consumed by particular service which time consuming demand is less than the others, we can introduce the service callback evolution pattern to achieve the above goal.

Service A, Service B and Service C are three services that interacted with each other for the service user. Among them Service B is the service which sometimes under accessing burden and need more time for logic processing but such long time processing will delay the interaction between Service A and Service C, in order to compensate for the time for Service A and Service C, the service route evolution pattern is needed as the solution for this type of problem.

The service route evolution pattern is constituted by four components and one database, there are filter component, redirection component, retrieving component and weaving component. The filter component is used to recognize the message which is sent by Service A is processable by Service B or not, if the message is non-processable by Service B then it will be send to the redirection component, otherwise it will be send to Service B.

The redirection component is used to redirect the message from Service A directly to be send to Service C without go through Service B, the message that redirected by the component are non-processable by Service B, which can largely reduce the time for Service B to process redundancy message or non-processable message.

That can make the Service B can only focus on its own processable message. The database is used to store the message that need long time processing by service B, which means Service C can asynchronously work with Service B. Further message can be retrieved by the retrieving component from the database to Service C for further processing without affect the working efficiency between Service A and Service C. The weaving component is used to define the exact location where these components should be weaved into the currently running system and the weaving sequence of these components. Figure 1 is the Data Flow Model for the Service Route Evolution Pattern. Figure 2 is the Service Route Evolution Pattern.
2.2. Service Inventory Refine Evolution Pattern

The service inventory refine evolution pattern is mainly focus on making the service has more ability in re-composition and re-organization. As the service in clouds needs more flexibility in providing the justified the capability which customer needed in any circumstance and context, the capability of the service needs to be adapted as much as possible. In order to reach the above goal,
the service inventory evolution pattern which can enhance the re-composition and re-organization ability of the service inventory is useful in such context. The service inventory refine evolution pattern is constituted by Service proxy, Proxy components and weaving aspects. The function of the service proxy is realized by the proxy components which used to encapsulate the function or refine the function provided by the service inventory. The interface of the service inventory can also be adapted through the accessing of the Service Proxy. By using that evolution pattern, the service inventory's interface and its underlying service logic can both be changed and adapted based on the new requirement of customer context. Figure 3 is the service inventory refine evolution pattern

2.3. Service Instance Evolution Pattern

The service instance in clouds can be virtualized expanded to support high burden accessing by the customer. In order to take advantage of the utility of clouds computing the service instance evolution pattern is introduce to solve this problem. Service A, B and C are service working in the clouds as a service group. The number of customer using Service A, B and C are dynamically changed based on whether it is peak time accessing or not. For the reason these three services are co-working together as a group to achieve the same goal decided by the customer, so that we can enhance the efficiency of the service working ability by optimize its instance which belongs to each service. The service which is under burden can be created to have more instances for processing the information instead of having the same instances numbers as these non-burden services have. The optimization of the instances which belongs to the service can be solved by the service instance evolution pattern. The pattern is constituted by instance crater component, instance destroyer component and the weaving aspect. The Instance Creator can create instance for these service which is under burden and the instance destroyer can delete the instance for these service which is free accessing. Figure 4 is the service instance evolution pattern.
2.4. Service Accessing Security Evolution Pattern

With the growing number of customers to access the data store in the clouds storage drive, the analysis on data security is an issue in this area. Enhance the data security for customers with different requirements are a common problem for public clouds and private clouds. The service accessing security evolution pattern can further assure the data security in clouds for various customers. The service accessing security evolution pattern is constituted by Security Broker Service, Security Analysis component, Security Identity Database and Aspect weaving Component. These components will be weaved into the running system through the guidance of the Aspect weaving component. The Security Broker Service is used for verify the customer’s intention of why the customer is need to accessing the underlying service and its database. The intention verification including service message sending, which means to verify the message format send by the customer. The content of the message send by the customer, which means the parameter that needs to be processed by the underlying service. The identity which the customer claimed themselves, which means the people’s identity checking. All the above information will be compared with the information stored in the Security Identity Database. The customer that pass all the above verification can go continue to accessing the underlying service and database, otherwise the security service broker will redirect the message to other usable service for the customer. Figure 5 shows the Service Accessing Security Evolution Pattern. The weaving for all these component into the running system are based on the definition on the aspect weaving component, such definition is based on the context which the underlying service has, e.g. Which part of the service needs further protection and which part of the database is private or public. Such definition can be very detailed on service function, parameter and data identity.

3. MDA for Evolution Pattern

The Model Driven for these evolution patterns needs to be realized from its underlying components which constitute these evolution patterns. By modeling the evolution feature, the evolution pattern can be selected from the matching of the feature and the component belongs to the evolution pattern. The model driven from requirement to coding is just the process from evolution feature to component selection and then further refinement on the components. The components that constitute the evolution pattern are the entity to achieve the evolution task. It has the platform independent model to the platform dependent model based on which service running platform it works on.

4. Clouds Service Evolution Analysis

4.1. The Underlying Components that Constitute the Evolution Pattern

The underlying components of the evolution pattern are undertaking the entity function to realize the evolution activity, all these components should be designed as atomic element so as to be reused and composited in a timely fashion.
For the reason that one evolution pattern is particular to solve one type of evolution problems, so the underlying components of different evolution patterns will have different functions and purpose. Composition or decomposition of these components can generate various types of evolution patterns.

4.2. The Working Orchestration of these Underlying Components

The working orchestration of these underlying components is the detailed working process of each evolution pattern. Adapting the orchestration can further refine the working process of the evolution pattern, which provided more flexibility for the evolution pattern to solve one type of evolution problem in various context and environment.

4.3. The Design and Feature Modeling that Related with these Underlying Components

As the underlying components that constitute the evolution pattern is atomic so it is more compatible to be connected with evolution feature modeling. The evolution feature modeling is a process to capture the evolution requirement in order to make such requirement more precise and accurate. A feature model based evolution model can be used to select the appropriate evolution pattern. As the evolution pattern is constitute by atomic components so such selection process can be done in more underlying layer to order to make the selection more precise and accurate.

4.4. Evolution Patterns’ Life-Cycle that Driven by MDA to Adapt with the Changing Context of the Service Running Environment and Requirement

The model driven architecture that used for refine the framework to code always needs a goal to driven the whole process, the goal could be requirement, algorithm, testing standard, modeling parameter or any other factor that can deeply affect the model to code generation. In our approach such factor is the evolution requirement. The evolution requirements define the goal that the evolution should achieve. In order to achieve such goal we introduce the evolution feature to meet the demand of the evolution requirement. Base the evolution feature we select the appropriate evolution pattern through its underlying constitution components. In that way, the MDA model to code generation will mainly based on the refine of these underlying components which constitute the evolution pattern. Such refine process is more precise and accurate because all these atomic components undertaken...
the evolution requirement.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The above analysis is critical to the PhD project to achieve an approach for service evolution in clouds by using service evolution pattern. Such patterns in emergent needed both to academic and the industry. The project will continue to discover deep valuable evolution pattern in the following service evolution case study period. The following case study will mainly focus on scenario back ground testing for these evolution patterns, patterns will be driven by the real evolution requirement to undertake the evolution task in the coding level. The working will mainly focus on the current SOA evolution which affects clouds application and big data era. SOA, clouds and Big data are the three core concepts that sustain the software framework which popularly used in the emergent software solutions. The service evolution that used to enhance the SOA usability in clouds should also concern the co-affection that these three concepts produce as they are working synergically. As the service evolution’s focusing is to enhance SOA based usability, such enhancement will inadvertently drive itself to the Big Data area which currently increasingly affects the Service-Oriented Architecture in Clouds. The ‘Big Cloud’ needs ‘Big Data’ to constitute the ‘Big Service’ that provides to people. Such constitution needs sustentation from service evolution in clouds. For example, ‘Big Data’ is produced and growing because of today’s ‘Big People’. People need more data for analyzing and analyzing needs more data, such iteration progress created the ‘Big Data’ in a cyclicity process. We saw web2.0 growing in the past 5 years speedily more than any other period, web 2.0 is just provide the space and platform that all the people can create and share the data from themselves in a instantly manner. Such activity is originally where the ‘Big Data’ comes from. With the clouds platform’s acceptance by people and industry, more data will be created and deployed to the clouds and data itself can have various formats for accessing. The service evolution problem for data in clouds can also be various, which just the chance for our approach to create such evolution pattern for solving these problems. The accumulation of data is the process that people creating ‘Big Data’, for the long term of generation of these data makes data more isolated from the other, which makes people introduced SOA initially already, but however, in the clouds environment with service evolution pattern we can found more innovated solution.
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